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COMMUNICATION
overview
This group is as unique as essential. 
The way we communicate something 
can truly make the difference between 
achieving the goal set forth or not.
As the communication team we’ve 
had the important role of being the 
overseer of all the other sustainability 
groups. 
We were describes as the “FLY on 
the WALL” group due to such role.

If our courses can be visualized as trees, 

sustainability content needs to become part of 

the trunk, holding up and nourishing the whole 

tree. If sustainability just sits on a twig, will

students take it seriously?
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COMMUNICATION EFFORTS AT ROOSEVELT

Roosevelt  has various existing communication channels about sustainability. 
Here are some examples:

● Roosevelt University Green Campus – WordPress Blog

● RUGreenCampus – Twitter

● @GreenCampusRU – Instagram

http://www.rooseveltgreencampus.wordpress.com/
http://www.rooseveltgreencampus.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/RUgreencampus
https://twitter.com/RUgreencampus
https://www.instagram.com/greencampusru/
https://www.instagram.com/greencampusru/


COMMUNICATION AT ROOSEVELT
Instagram page



COMMUNICATION AT ROOSEVELT
Twitter page



COMMUNICATION AT ROOSEVELT
Blog page



COMMUNICATION AT ROOSEVELT
conclusions

The social media traction does not reflect the student population. (This data does not considering 
faculty). It is apparent that there is a need for better engagement and communication tactics.



GROUP TASKS
Short term goals

● To communicate with other groups and document their work and progress.

● To collect information from other groups as material for the blog and the different social 

media platform → specifically we used our online resources (BB) to create a space in 

which the other teams would post information and material about their group. This 

material would then be used when drafting written posts for the blog.

● To post events and weekly entries on blog→ specifically after collecting material, we 

were able to draft two posts per week for four weeks.

● To promote sustainability on social media platforms.

● To generate overall University awareness on the importance of sustainability through 

engaging language and culture.



LONG TERM GOALS
● Set an example and create a strong foundation for Communication teams in 

the future.

● Archive our experiences that we’ve had as a class and Communications team 

this semester through blog posts and pictures.

● Benefit our university’s sustainability status in general through our posts and 

teamwork inside and outside of the classroom.

● Create a culture in which students and faculty can easily have educated 

conversations on sustainability.



WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED
● Leveraged each other’s knowledge: worked well together as a group, especially since 

we all share Communication-related majors.

● Documentation: Captured detailed pictures from excursions and events.

● Planning: provided future Roosevelt University planned events that are endorsed by a 
group in this project times and dates.

● Set effective goals: we were given much freedom by our professor to take this aspect of 
the project into our own hands and create whatever we thought would benefit this 
project.

● Because we are pioneers at this project, it was initially a challenge to devise a focused 
plan with measurable goals. After careful planning we came up 

 



PROJECT 1.
Create a database of information about the nine groups



PROJECT 2.
Collect visual data: photography

WB Garden samples Class workshop time Class Excursion to Bubbly 
Creek Shore.



 

Beverage Containers Team WB Garden Team Energy Conservation 
Team

PROJECT 2.
Collect visual data: photography



  

PROJECT 2.
Collect visual data: photography spotlight → Wabash Garden Group



PROJECT 3.
Blog posts drafts and entries



TEAM CONCLUSIONS
● People can do many activities to avoid the depletion of natural resources in 

order to maintain ecological balance. Even something small as picking up 
trash at Canal Origins Park can have a long term positive outcome especially 
when talked about it and promoted correctly. 

● We would like to create a culture in which protecting the environment is 
everyone’s responsibility. 

● The ability to create and promote a culture of sustainability truly starts in the 
way we speak about it. Our job was to create a foundation and to promote an 
engaging conversation about sustainability. 



SOURCES
● Roosevelt University!
● Photography credits to Yanxi Li 


